Growth and optimization of 2 μm InGaSb/AlGaSb quantum well based VECSELs on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs.
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Abstract—We report the growth of optically pumped vertical external cavity surface emission lasers (VECSELs) based on InGaSb/AlGaSb quantum wells grown on GaAs/AlGaAs distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), which are in turn grown on GaAs substrates. We attempt to mitigate the effects of the 7.78% lattice mismatch that exists between GaSb and GaAs by introducing an interfacial layer of 90° misfit dislocations (IMF) at the mismatched interface. This results in the spontaneous relaxation of the GaSb epi-layer and significantly reduces threading dislocation density. The IMF interface is optimized through the use of an antimony soak layer, which results in a distinct (2 x 8) Sb reconstructed surface on GaAs. The III-Sb VECSEL active region is optimized for various parameters including quantum well quality and the thickness of the individual layers. The VECSELs are optically pumped using both pulsed sources for sub-thermal measurements and continuous wave (CW) sources. The pulsed measurements have resulted in record results of 340 W peak power while the CW measurements have resulted in a maximum output power of 0.12 W, with both lasers emitting at 2 μm. We investigate the effects of the mismatched interface by comparing the III-Sb VECSEL grown on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs to a lattice matched III-Sb VECSEL grown on GaSb/AlAsSb DBRs. The results indicate deterioration in the lattice-mismatched laser’s performance compared to the lattice-matched laser’s performance in terms of threshold pump density, efficiency and maximum CW output power. Further comparison of the structures using cross-section transmission electron microscopy also confirms the presence of threading dislocations in the III-Sb active region grown on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs. The ability to use such mismatched active regions will therefore depend on the stability and reproducibility of the IMF interface. The optical properties of the III-Sb active regions grown on the GaAs substrates using IMF technique are investigated using time-resolved photoluminescence with the objective of using this technique to optimize the IMF interface in future studies.

Index Terms—Semiconductor lasers, Quantum well lasers, Surface-emitting lasers.

1. INTRODUCTION

The two-micron vertical external cavity surface emitting laser has applications in a variety of technologies from gas sensing to infrared counter measures. The use of antimonide semiconductors for lasers in the 1.8 – 3.3 μm wavelength range is well established with a majority of such lasers fabricated as edge emitting diodes including distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. [1] However, the high beam quality and high output power of the VECSEL could be of considerable advantage to the antimonide lasers in this wavelength range.

The power scaling in a VECSEL is achieved by increasing the diameter of the pump spot while keeping the pump density constant. The quantum well VECSELs based on InGaAs quantum wells grown on GaAs substrates have recently broken the 100 Watt barriers for CW output power from a single chip. [2] However, the same level of success has not been achieved with antimonide VECSELs, which are yet to reach 10 Watts CW. The main reason for the “order of magnitude” reduction in the maximum CW power achieved by VECSELs on GaAs versus the GaSb based lasers can be attributed to thermal management issues. The InGaAs based lasers are based on a mature substrate removal technology that permits the complete substrate removal and the ability to bond the laser extra-cavity to CVD diamond. The lack of such an etch stop layer in antimonides have restricted these lasers to thermal management schemes that require intra-cavity heat spreading. The use of intra-cavity heat spreaders such as transparent diamond invariably leads to interaction of the stimulated photons in the cavity with defects in the diamond and this source of loss is significant enough to restrict the performance of the lasers. Thus, the ability to grow antimonide VECSELs on a substrate with an established etch stop recipe such as on GaAs or InP could lead to significant improvements in the thermal management of the antimonide.
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lasers and consequently a much higher value for the maximum CW output power from the lasers.

One such strategy to achieve antimonide VECSELs on GaAs would be to develop the growth of antimonide active regions on GaAs substrates which would allow for complete substrate removal without the need for an etch stop layer. A citric acid based etch has a high selectivity between GaSb and GaAs and can thus result in complete removal of the substrate. However the main issue with this approach is the 7.78% mismatch that exists between the GaSb and the GaAs binaries, which could lead to extensive threading dislocations in the GaSb epilayer and hence result in significant non-radiative recombination losses in the antimonide active region. Furthermore, if the growth of the antimonide active region is done on a GaAs substrate, the first quantum well is typically within 500 nm of the mismatched interface. Thus, apart from the issue of extensive threading dislocations we must also address the issue of non-reproducible relaxation in the antimonide buffer. If the antimonide buffer does not relax reproducibly, then the in-plane lattice constant of the buffer will change from run to run, which would also change the strain in the quantum wells from run to run. Such issues lead to performance degradation in edge-emitters, however in a vertical cavity laser where the position of the gain-peak and the micro-cavity resonance need to be precise, a variation in the gain peak could be significantly more catastrophic. Thus any metamorphic buffer based approach has to result in two conditions in the active region – a) the antimonide layer should have the minimum possible threading dislocation density and b) the buffer must have a highly reproducible lattice constant with preferably a 100% relaxation.

In this body of research we explore the ability to grow GaSb based active regions directly on GaAs substrates by inducing an interfacial array of misfit dislocations. The study further investigates the ability to grow such active regions on GaAs/AlGaAs DBR to investigate the effects of the highly mismatched interface on the performance of the laser. Finally, we shall conduct cross-section transmission electron microscopy investigation of the VECSEL structures.

II. EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF THE VECSELS.

A VECSEL typically consists of a semiconductor gain mirror and an external mirror (also known as output coupler). The optical mode in the device forms a standing wave pattern between the two mirrors. The gain-medium (QW) needs to be placed at the antinodes of the standing E-field for optimum device performance. [3,4] This design is usually referred to as a Resonant Periodic Gain (RPG) structure. The distance between the QW layers corresponds to an optical path length of \( \lambda/2 \), with 9 QWs the total length of the III-Sb sub-cavity roughly corresponds to a thickness of \( \approx 5\lambda \). The sub-cavity length also plays an important role in the pump absorption. The incident pump radiation is absorbed both by barriers and wells; however, the well thickness in the design is 1/20 times that of barrier, therefore multiple QWs are required for lasing of the VECSEL device. Due to low gain from the thin QW active-region, a high reflectivity \( R \approx 99\% \) is needed to achieve lasing. [1] This is achieved using a high reflectivity mirror (DBR), which consists of \( \lambda/4 \) optical thickness layers of alternating high \( (n_\text{H}) \) and low \( (n_\text{L}) \) index of refraction. The DBR reflectivity \( (R_{\text{DBR}}) \) depends on the index contrast \( (n_\text{H}-n_\text{L}) \) and the number of DBR periods.

The VECSEL devices discussed in this paper comprise of a III-Sb based active region emitting at or near 2 \( \mu \)m grown epitaxially on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs and also grown lattice matched to GaSb/AlAsSb DBRs for comparison. The gain is provided by 9 QWs, each 13 nm wide Ga\textsubscript{0.75}Sb\textsubscript{0.25} separated by 260.4 nm Al\textsubscript{0.25}Ga\textsubscript{0.75}Sb barriers. The active-region and AlAsSb/GaSb DBR is epitaxially grown by elemental source molecular beam epitaxy in a VG Semicon V80H reactor and in the case of the antimonide VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs the active region is MBE grown and the DBR is MOCVD grown. In case of the all-antimonide VECSEL, the entire structure is lattice matched to the GaSb substrate while in the case of the antimonide VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs, the active region has a lattice constant of 6.09 \( \text{Å} \) while the DBR is lattice matched to GaAs. In this section we shall discuss the designs of the all-antimonide lattice matched VECSEL and compare it to a design for an antimonide active region based VECSEL on a GaAs/AlGaAs DBR. We shall also discuss the growth strategies used to achieve an interfacial array of misfit dislocation at the GaSb/GaAs interface.

A. 2 \( \mu \)m VECSEL structure on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs.

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic illustration of the fabricated VECSEL structure on a GaSb substrate. The bottom DBR is comprised of 19 pairs of Al\textsubscript{0.08}Ga\textsubscript{0.92}Sb (153.8 nm) / GaSb (132.6 nm). The active-region consists of 9 In\textsubscript{0.2}Ga\textsubscript{0.8}Sb QW separated by pump absorbing Al\textsubscript{0.25}Ga\textsubscript{0.75}Sb barriers. An AlSb confinement layer on each side of the active region ensures carrier confinement in the structure, and a thin GaSb capping layer is added on top to prevent oxidation. A low-resolution TEM image of the structure is shown in Figure 1(b), the structure matches the epitaxially grown structure (only a few DBR-pairs are captured in image). Figure 1(c) shows E-field and refractive index profile for the lattice-matched VECSEL.

The schematic illustration and low-resolution TEM image of the VECSEL structure grown on a GaAs substrate is shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Figure 2(c) shows E-field and refractive index profile for the lattice-mismatched VECSEL. The bottom DBR in this device consists of 25 pairs of Al\textsubscript{0.95}Ga\textsubscript{0.05}As (172 nm) / GaAs (149 nm) which is grown using metal–organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The active region is then grown by MBE. It also consists of 9 In\textsubscript{0.2}Ga\textsubscript{0.8}Sb QW separated by pump absorbing Al\textsubscript{0.25}Ga\textsubscript{0.75}Sb barriers and AlSb top/bottom-clad.
The key feature of the antimonide VECSEL based on the GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs is the ability to achieve lasing despite the 7.78% mismatched interface between the antimonide active region and the arsenide based DBR. The first quantum well is located within 500 nm of this highly mismatched interface. Thus for such a VECSEL to work the growth has to be optimized to achieve minimal threading dislocations in the active region and to achieve a reproducible relaxation of the metamorphic buffer.

**B. Interfacial misfit dislocation array based growth of GaSb on GaAs.**

The growth of the antimonide active regions on GaAs/AlGaAs distributed Bragg reflectors is based on an interfacial layer of 90° misfit dislocations at the GaSb/GaAs growth interface. A key requirement for the VECSEL structure is to achieve large areas of periodically spaced misfit dislocations so that the GaSb epi layer spontaneously relaxes and has low threading dislocation density. As is shown in Figure 2(a), (b), the first quantum well in the laser design is located ~ 400 nm from the 7.8% mismatched interface. Threading dislocations would introduce a strong non-radiative recombination process and relaxation that is not 100% would make the strain in the quantum wells unpredictable.

Researchers such as Rocher et. al. [5] have shown that such periodic misfit dislocation arrays exist beneath GaSb islands grown on GaAs substrates. These are 90° misfit dislocations.
arrays with the 56 Å periodicity corresponding to completely relaxed GaSb on GaAs. The growth of GaSb on GaAs is thus fundamentally different from the growth of a similarly mismatched alloys such as InAs on GaAs. While InAs tends to grow in a Stransky-Krstanov growth mode where the coherent strain in the epi-layer is relieved through the growth of 3-dimensional nano-structures to manage the strain, the growth of GaSb proceeds in a spontaneous relaxation regime with the islands achieving close to 100% relaxation within the first monolayer of growth. This periodic 90°-misfit dislocation array at the GaSb/GaAs interface is the primary mechanism for accommodating this mismatch. These periodic misfit dislocations spaced at ~ 56 Å along both the [110] and [1-10] directions correspond to 13 lattice sites of GaSb or 14 lattice sites of GaAs. The 13:14 ratio between the GaSb and the GaAs lattice sites is the minimum value for the mismatch between the two lattice constants and can be interpreted as an energy minimization process that is achieved through self-assembly or packing of Sb atoms on a GaAs surface.

Kaspi et. al. [6] further identified and documented the fact that the threading dislocation density in the bulk growth of GaSb on GaAs comes from the coalescence of such islands. This is due to the fact that when two independent chains of periodic 90° dislocations merge, the periodicity of the misfit dislocations at the point of coalescence is lost. This leads to the formation of 60°-misfit dislocations that have a very high probability of threading into the epilayer. Therefore, the less the number of islands and the larger their size, the lower the threading dislocation density in the bulk GaSb. The growth of the GaSb mismatched epilayers on GaAs was also investigated by Brar et al. [7] who for the first time showed the presence of extensive screw dislocations in the epi-layer. These results were further investigated by Shanabrooke et al. [8] A typical non-IMF growth of GaSb on GaSb with screw dislocations is show in Figure 3(a).

Thus while the GaSb islands grown on GaAs are free of threading dislocations, the epilayer grown as a result of the coalescence of these islands has a threading dislocation density strongly correlated to the island density and more specifically to number of coalescence sites.

Thus to achieve low threading dislocation density of GaSb on GaAs either the number of coalescence sites have to be significantly reduced or the arrays of 90° misfit dislocations under all islands have to be linked to form a coherent series. One such method for the reduction of threading dislocations for GaSb on GaAs is to use an Sb (2 x 8) reconstruction on the GaAs surface prior to the growth of the GaSb epilayer. We have termed this reconstruction assisted interfacial misfit dislocation arrays. The reconstruction assisted interfacial misfit-dislocation array is a fundamentally unique epitaxial growth mode based on atomic self-assembly of group V ad-atoms at a lattice-mismatched interface. [9] The basic mechanism for the formation of such an interface is the realization of specific antimony surface reconstructions on the GaAs substrate. These are usually multi-layer reconstructions such as the (2 x 8) Sb reconstruction that surpasses the critical-thickness for the GaSb/GaAs material system without the actual growth of any GaSb. These multi-layer antimony reconstructions are completely strain-relieved and achieve this by forming the 90° misfit-dislocations at the Sb/GaAs interface. The misfit dislocations are spaced uniformly 56 Å apart. This 56 Å periodicity also corresponds to completely relaxed GaSb on GaAs since the spacing is equivalent to 13 lattice sites of GaSb or 14 of GaAs along the [110] direction and this can be shown to be the best possible ratio for relaxed GaSb on GaAs. [10] The AFM and cross-section TEM image of the IMF based growth of GaSb on GaAs is shown in Figures 3 (b) and (c) respectively. The AFM shows the complete elimination of screw dislocations while the TEM shows the IMF array and a low threading dislocation density GaSb layer on GaAs. The
reconstruction’s ability to self-assemble and dynamically change its coverage on the substrate allows for a monolayer of completely relaxed GaSb to be realized across the GaAs substrate. At present, we have seen a network of such intact misfit dislocations across several square microns in area. In theory such a periodic array should exist across the GaAs substrate regardless of its diameter. However, steps in the wafer and Arsenic intermixing in the Sb reconstruction have restricted these dislocation arrays to a few square microns in area. A threading dislocation density of 5 x \(10^5\) cm\(^{-2}\) has been observed. [11] The reduction in threading dislocation density is further evidenced by the published device results from this technique. This growth method has been used to demonstrate novel lasers and detectors based on the integration of antimonide lasers with GaAs and Silicon substrates. [12,13]

C. Optimization of IMF based Quantum wells

The quantum well emission wavelength depends on the In content \(x\) and the thickness of the Ga\(_{0.4}\)In\(_{0.6}\)Sb quantum wells. At the typical growth temperatures (460 – 500°C), the re-evaporation of In from the substrate is not negligible, thus the actual In content of the quantum well material depends not only on the nominal In flux but also on the growth temperature. Furthermore, the quantum well's emission wavelength and strength depends on its strain. The optical quality of the quantum wells depends on their growth temperature. Finally the Sb flux supplied during growth of the active region becomes important with increasing III-Sb thickness. This also depends on the growth temperature. Thus the quantum wells have to be optimized with respect to nominal In content, thickness as well as growth temperature and Sb flux.

As optimization parameter the photoluminescence (PL) intensity is used, as it is a good measure for the material's optical quality, and therefore important for optical gain in a laser. Test samples with four quantum wells have been grown on GaAs, using the interfacial layer of 90° misfit dislocations. For comparison test structures have been grown directly on GaSb also. Figure 4 shows the PL of a sample with an 11nm thick Ga\(_{0.75}\)In\(_{0.25}\)Sb well, grown on GaAs and on GaSb. The PL intensity from the sample grown on GaAs exceeds the one from the sample grown directly on GaSb by 20%, indicating, that the material's optical quality grown on GaAs is not significantly inferior to the material grown directly on GaSb. However, small differences in strain between antimonide layers grown on GaAs with the interfacial layer of 90° misfit dislocations compared to those grown on GaSb can influence the strain in the quantum wells. This influences the optical emission from the III-Sb active region, since it depends on the compressive strain in the quantum wells. Therefore the active region for growth on GaAs has to be developed independently from that for growth on GaSb.

The growth temperature is controlled in situ by surface pyrometry. Figure 5 shows the influence of the growth temperature. Samples \(a\) and \(b\) have nominally the same quantum wells (10 nm wide Ga\(_{0.75}\)In\(_{0.25}\)Sb), but are grown at different temperatures, 475 °C and near 490 °C, respectively. The emission wavelength of \(b\), grown at higher temperature, is blue shifted by about 85 nm compared to \(a\). The PL's peak intensity is about 30% higher. On the other hand, the shorter emission wavelength can also be achieved by growing a 12 nm thick Ga\(_{0.4}\)In\(_{0.6}\)Sb well at 475 °C, sample \(c\), yielding more than twice the peak PL power.

The optimal growth temperature of the quantum wells for an emission wavelength near 2 \(\mu\)m was determined to be 470°C. The layers grown before the first quantum well can be grown at higher temperature, e.g. 510°C for the III-Sb, and 580°C for the III-As. Beginning with the first quantum well and all following layers have to be grown at low temperature, since the GaInSb quantum wells deteriorate even if the temperature is increased only after they are already buried in AlGaSb. This is in difference to GaInAs QWs in III-As active regions.
For the VECSEL, the III-Sb layers have to be grown on the AlGaAs/GaAs DBR instead of on GaAs. The DBR exhibits a slightly higher surface roughness compared to a GaAs substrate. This is associated with the strain due to the Al. It results in surface features elongated along the [011] direction. The average surface roughness is 0.3nm RMS. The increased surface roughness likely limits the formation of the 90°-misfit dislocation array and potentially results in a higher density of threading dislocations compared to growth on smooth, epi ready GaAs substrates.

For the growth of the entire active region with 9 quantum wells, the optimization of the Sb flux during growth becomes important. The PL intensity increases by 17x when the Sb flux was reduced from $3 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar to $1 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar, see Figure 6. Generally, the PL intensity rises with lower Sb flux, until a minimum Sb flux, below which the substrate surface becomes group III rich and turns hazy. This minimum Sb flux depends on the growth temperature. The minimum Sb:Ga flux ratio is about 2.5 for growth temperatures near 470°C.

The PL optimization resulted in two quantum well designs, 10nm Ga$_{0.72}$In$_{0.26}$Sb – quantum wells in Al$_{0.3}$Ga$_{0.7}$Sb barriers and 13nm Ga$_{0.8}$In$_{0.2}$Sb – quantum wells in Al$_{0.25}$Ga$_{0.75}$Sb barriers. However, the latter design consistently led to superior laser performance.

D. VECSEL growth optimization

For optimized device performance it is essential to precisely place the QWs at E-field antinodes within the subcavity. This requires precise control of growth rates of the group-III sources of MBE, as growth rate variation can affect both composition and thickness of the constituent layers. The growth rates are calibrated using RHEED oscillations.

The quantum well gain region is characterized by its photoluminescence spectrum. The PL spectrum measured normal to the wafer surface is strongly modulated due to the sub cavity etalon and the DBR. The edge-PL spectrum shows significantly weaker modulation and is therefore used to determine the QW emission’s spectral peak position [1,4,14]. The VECSEL sample is mounted on a heat sink to measure the edge/surface PL spectrum at different heat-sink temperatures. Figures 7 and 8 shows edge/surface PL spectra from a VECSEL sample. The edge-PL shifts to longer wavelength at about 1.6nm/K [14], this is primarily due to the bandgap energy temperature dependence. The sub cavity resonance also shifts to longer wavelength with increasing temperature, but more slowly when compared to intrinsic gain-peak shift; at about 0.26nm/K. The sub cavity resonance peak shift is due to temperature dependence of refractive indices. The determination of gain-peak and sub cavity resonance shift with respect to temperature is useful for proper design of the VECSEL. To achieve high CW output power the gain-peak emission is typically designed to be 30-50nm shorter than the actual desired wavelength of device operation, such that the gain-peak and sub cavity resonance coincide at the desired operating temperature. The operating temperature depends on heat-sink temperature and power dissipated in active region.
The reflectivity spectrum is measured by a FTIR with the VECSEL chip mounted on a heat sink. Figure 9 shows the reflectivity spectrum at different heat-sink temperatures. The reflectivity spectrum shows the effect of the sub cavity etalon formed between DBR and air-semiconductor interface. The reflectivity spectrum is used to diagnose the deviation in thickness of layers and composition of both DBR and sub cavity. For the reflectivity spectrum in Figure 9 we observe that the most optimized overlap between intrinsic QW gain-peak and sub cavity resonance is at heat sink temperature of 70 °C. This indicates a good agreement between the design and the epitaxially grown VECSEL sample.

III. LASER CHARACTERIZATION.

The VECSEL cavity is formed between DBR and an external output coupler. The output coupler radius of curvature (R_{OC}) and cavity length (L) is chosen to achieve optimal matching between optical mode and gain aperture size. The output coupler radius of curvature (R_{OC}) and cavity length (L) are related to gain-aperture size (w) for a linear cavity through following equation, [15]

\[ w = 4 \sqrt{\frac{R_{OC}L \lambda^2 - L^2 \lambda^2}{\pi^2}} \]  

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. The pump-spot size is adjusted to match the beam-waist size of the linear cavity as closely as possible by the two pump focussing lenses. For laser characterization of the VECSEL sample grown on GaAs, a linear cavity consisting of a curved output coupler (with \( R_{OC} = 70 \text{-} 100 \text{mm} \)) is used.

Pulsed lasing characterization.

The VECSELs with III-Sb active regions and AlGaAs/GaAs DBRs were initially pumped optically by a pulsed source. This allows operation of the laser in a sub-thermal regime without heat spreading elements. Figure 10 shows the experimental setup. The pump-laser is a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser. The repetition rate is 1kHz and pulse width \( \tau_{\text{pulse}} \approx 300\text{ns} \), with available peak-power up to 1.2 kW. The diameter of pump-spot is adjusted by varying the distance between the VECSEL-chip and the pump-focusing lens.

Figure 10: Schematic for optically pumped VECSEL operated in pulsed mode.

Figure 11 shows the pulsed peak output power versus peak pump power for a III-Sb VECSEL with AlGaAs/GaAs DBR. A linear cavity of length ( \( L_c = 70 \text{ mm} \)) is used for pulsed lasing of the devices. The output coupler has \( R_{OC} = 100\text{mm} \) with Reflectivity, R ~ 98%. The threshold incident pump power density is calculated to be 17.44 kW/cm². The peak output power from this device has been reported as high as 340 W [16].

A. CW lasing characterization

The CW-lasing characterization setup is shown in Figure 12. The setup is significantly different for the CW pumping
compared to the pulsed pumping due to the fact that the CW setup will require the use of an intra-cavity heat-spreading element, which in this case is transparent diamond or silicon carbide (SiC). The process of fabricating the VECSEL with the epitaxially grown samples begins with the laser wafer thinned down from the substrate-side to ~ 100 µm; it is then soldered onto a heat sink using a thin Indium foil and or gold-metalization. In order to dissipate heat generated in active region, a transparent heat-spreader is attached to epi-side of the sample by means of capillary bonding.

Figure 12: Schematic for optically pumped VECSEL operated in CW mode.

Figure 13 shows the L-L characteristics for the VECSEL device grown on GaAs/AlGaAs DBR for heat-sink temperatures in range of -5 to 20 °C. A 980nm fiber coupled diode laser is used for photopumping of this VECSEL device. The device is pumped at an incident angle of 30° with a pump-spot size of 130 µm. SiC is used as an intracavity transparent heat spreader on the epi-surface. The threshold incident pump power density ($P_{th}$) is calculated to be 13.9kW/cm$^2$ for laser operation at 20°C [17]. The maximum CW output power is observed to be ~ 120mW at a heat sink temperature of -5 °C. A similar setup is used for characterization of the latticematched III-Sb VECSEL.

![Figure 12: Schematic for optically pumped VECSEL operated in CW mode.](image)

IV. DISCUSSIONS

A. Effect of mismatched epitaxy on VECSEL performance.

The mismatched III-Sb laser with GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs have a very similar structure to their lattice matched counterparts. However the performance of the antimonide VECSELS on GaAs is significantly poorer compared to the lattice-matched VECSELS on GaSb. This can be seen in table I which shows the key metrics for a latticemismatched III-Sb VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs DBR versus those for a latticematched VECSEL grown on GaSb. The mismatched VECSEL’s threshold pump power density is with 13.9 kW/cm$^2$ much higher than 1.19 kW/cm$^2$ for the latticematched VECSEL. Furthermore there is also a significant decrease in the wall-plug efficiency of the laser grown on GaAs and the maximum CW power achieved from such a laser. It can be speculated that the deterioration in the performance of the VECSEL when grown mismatched on GaAs compared to when it is grown lattice matched on GaSb can be attributed to the presence of threading dislocations in the active region when it is grown on GaAs/AlGaAs.

The carrier loss equation in VECSEL structures can be expressed as follows [18]

$$R_{\text{loss}} = R_{\text{Defect}} + R_{\text{SE}} + R_{\text{Auger}} + R_{\text{remaining}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $R_{\text{loss}}$ is the carrier loss equation rate, $R_{\text{Defect}}$ is the carrier loss equation rate due to carrier recombination via defect states, $R_{\text{SE}}$ is the loss due to spontaneous emission processes, $R_{\text{Auger}}$ is the carrier loss due to Auger recombination processes and $R_{\text{remaining}}$ is the carrier loss due...
to carriers not captured by wells or tunnelled carriers not re-captured in other wells. A widely accepted model to represent such losses is also known as “ABC” model;

\[
R_{\text{loss}} = AN + BN^2 + CN^3 \quad \text{R}_{\text{remaining}} = N/\tau \quad (3)
\]

where \(\tau\) is the carrier lifetime under low carrier concentration (no stimulated emission). In VECSEL structures typically \(R_{\text{remaining}} \sim 0\), since most of the carriers generated in the barrier region are captured in the QWs with high probability and carrier capturing is also enhanced by the AlSb carrier confinement layers. However the “ABC” empirical model is not adequate to model the carrier losses at high carrier density and high temperature (typical operating conditions of a high power VECSEL). A fully microscopic many-body approach used for computation of losses, has shown a better agreement between experimental and theoretical data [19,20]. Therefore, the carrier loss equations can be represented as follows;

\[
R_{\text{loss}} = AN + R_{\text{SE}} (N,T) + R_{\text{Auger}} (N,T) = N/\tau \quad (4)
\]

Here \(R_{\text{SE}}\) and \(R_{\text{Auger}}\) are functions of carrier density and operating temperature of the device. One way to determine losses in the structure is by measuring the internal quantum efficiency. The internal quantum efficiency is defined as the ratio between carrier recombination rate through spontaneous emission to total number of absorbed pump photons: \(\eta_{\text{i}} = R_{\text{SE}}/R_{\text{pump}}\). The defect recombination coefficient is estimated to be \(A^1 = 2.6\text{ns}\) for III-Sb VECSEL structures grown on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs. The \(A^1\) for the III-Sb VECSEL structure grown on GaSb substrates is determined to be 16ns. [14] The low value of \(A^1\) for the VECSEL structure grown on GaSb substrates can be attributed to the presence of dislocations in the active region. These defects can act as non-radiative recombination centers. Thus the source of the threading dislocations and their density in the active region should be investigated.

B. TEM based analysis of threading dislocation density in the VECSELs.

The investigation of threading dislocation density in the III-Sb VECSELs involves the cross section transmission electron microscopy analysis of both the lattice mismatched and the lattice matched III-Sb VECSELs. These VECSELs are cross-sectioned with a focused ion beam (FIB) lift out using a FEI Helios 450 DIB system. The TEM imaging was completed using an FEI Tecnai F20 equipped with HAADF STEM detector. For the initial TEM/STEM imaging the samples were ~150nm near the top of the active region and ~250nm near the active/DBR interface.

The images of the lattice mismatched and the lattice matched antimonide VECSELs are shown in Figure 14. In case of the III-Sb VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs DBR, the strain from the lattice mismatch is to be relieved at the (GaSb/GaAs) interface through misfit-dislocations at interface [9]. However in many cases there are breaks and discontinuitites associated with the IMF interface which leads to threading dislocations at these points as can be seen in Figure 14 (a). Furthermore these threading dislocations are able to reach the quantum well active region and are the source for the non-radiative recombination in the lasers and the subsequently reduced \(A^1\) values. Figure 14 (b) shows the high resolution cross-sectional TEM image for the lattice matched VECSEL. This image shows the complete lack of threading dislocations in the active region and is a significant improvement over the mismatched structure.

![Figure 14: Transmission electron microscopy comparison of lattice mismatched III-Sb VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs to lattice matched VECSEL on GaSb/AlAsSb.](image)

Table 1: Performance comparison of lattice mismatched III-Sb VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs to lattice matched VECSEL on GaSb/AlAsSb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>(\eta_{\text{i}}) (%)</th>
<th>(P_{\text{th}}) (W)</th>
<th>(P_{\text{Max}}) (CW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs DBR</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>13.9,kW/cm(^2)</td>
<td>120mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VECSEL on GaSb/AlAsSb DBR</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>1.19,kW/cm(^2)</td>
<td>3W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance comparison of lattice mismatched III-Sb VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs to lattice matched VECSEL on GaSb/AlAsSb.
\[
\frac{1}{\tau_d} = \frac{\pi^2 \mu k T N_d}{4 q}
\]  

(5)

where \(\tau_d\) is the carrier lifetime associated with recombination assisted by dislocations, \(\mu\) is the mobility of carriers, \(q\) is the electronic charge. The overall carrier lifetime \(\tau\) is then

\[
\frac{1}{\tau} = \frac{1}{\tau_0} + \frac{1}{\tau_d}
\]  

(6)

where \(\tau_0\) is the carrier lifetime in dislocation free material. The carrier lifetime in the lattice matched III-Sb VECSEL is closer to \(\tau_0\), as it is almost free of dislocations as can be seen in the high resolution TEM image. In a TEM image one can measure the total projected length in the TEM image plane of dislocation lines \(l'\). The dislocation density can then be estimated using following formula [22],

\[
N_D(cm^{-2}) = \frac{4}{\pi} \frac{l'}{At}
\]  

(7)

where \(t\) is thickness of TEM sample, \(A\) is area over which the projected length \(l'\) is estimated. [23]

![Figure 15: STEM image of lattice mismatched III-Sb VECSEL on GaAs/AlGaAs showing the source of the threading dislocations at the IMF array and subsequent reduction in the density as a function of distance from the mismatched interface.]

In Figure 15 we estimate the dislocation density \(N_D\) as a function of distance from the GaSb/GaAs interface. The dislocation density reduces from \(\sim 10^8\) cm\(^{-2}\) to about \(\sim 10^7\) cm\(^{-2}\) at a distance of about \(\sim 3\) µm from the interface. Thus it is evident from the relationship between carrier lifetime and dislocation density that the higher TDD found in the III-Sb on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs is detrimental to performance of a VECSEL device. [14] Furthermore this high TDD in the III-Sb on GaAs/AlGaAs can also be linked to the high threshold density, lower efficiency and reduced maximum output power compared to a lattice matched III-Sb laser.

V. THREADING DISLOCATION REDUCTION STRATEGIES

The detrimental effect of the high TDD in the mismatched VECSEL’s active region requires strategies for either reducing these dislocations or bending the dislocations before they can reach the active regions. One option is to improve the IMF layer when the GaSb is grown on GaAs and the second approach is to move the IMF further away from the active region.

A. Optimizing the IMF layer using Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements.

The transmission electron microscopy analysis of the III-Sb active regions on GaAs/AlGaAs layer does provide proof about the existence of threading dislocations in the proximity of the quantum wells. However to optimize the IMF interface itself we require an alternate technique that can be used to characterize the interface in a more iterative and systematic manner. Time-resolved PL is used to investigate the effect of the IMF interface on optical properties of III-Sb active regions grown on GaAs. While we are yet to make use of this process to optimize quantum wells for the VECSEL active region, we have been able to demonstrate this approach to establish the effectiveness of the IMF layer when the GaSb is grown on GaAs substrates. For this purpose we have grown two QW samples on (001) GaAs substrates. Both samples have the same twin QW structures, i.e., 50-nm Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)Sb barrier / 8-nm GaSb well / 50-nm Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)Sb barrier / 8-nm GaSb well / 50-nm Al\(_{0.5}\)Ga\(_{0.5}\)Sb barrier / 5-nm GaSb cap grown on 100-nm GaSb buffer layer. One sample was grown with the IMF at the GaSb/GaAs interface and the other without the IMF.

Time-resolved measurements were performed employing a Ti:Sapphire mode-locked laser generating 5-ps laser pulses tuned at 1.55 eV (800 nm) at the repetition rate of 76 MHz. The laser pulses were focused on the sample surface kept at 4 K in a liquid-He circulating cryostat via an objective lens with the numerical aperture of 0.42. Luminescence from the sample was collected with the same objective lens and was detected with a near-infrared streak camera (Hamamatsu C11293-01) combined with a 150-grooves/mm monochromator. The measurement time resolution was 20 ps.
The measured PL time decay was spectrally integrated at each transient time and the integrated intensities are shown in Fig. 16. The two sets of data are displayed for the average excitation power densities of 30 and 3000 W/cm². The measured transient PL intensities were generally well fitted with the double exponential function of $I(t) = I_{\text{dark}} + A_1 \exp(-t/\tau_1) + A_2 \exp(-t/\tau_2)$, where $I_{\text{dark}}$ is the dark counts without the pulsed laser excitation, $A_1$ and $A_2$ are the amplitudes of each term, and $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are the decay time constants. These parameters were determined by the fittings shown by the solid lines in Fig. 16 and are summarized in Table II. To identify the origin of the two decay time constants of $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$, we have studied the time decay by spectral integrations in limited ranges [23]. For example, the PL decay measured on the QW with IMF was spectrally separated into the two regions of 1367-1405 nm (882-907 meV) and 1406-1444 nm (859-882 meV) and integrated in each region. This spectral separation resulted in single exponential decays and the decay time constants determined in the lower and higher photon energy regions very nicely reproduced the $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ values given in Table II, respectively [23]. Therefore $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are the decay time constants related to the QW ground states and the excited states, respectively.

![Figure (16) Transient PL decay measured on QWs grown with IMF with the average excitation powers of 30W/cm² and 3000W/cm².](image)

Table II. Parameters determined from the fitting to the transient PL decay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excitation Power (W/cm²)</th>
<th>QW with IMF</th>
<th>QW without IMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_1/A_2$</td>
<td>$\tau_1$(ps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>1006±21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>1000±14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>1050±17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1040±20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1019±28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of the two sets of data in Table II on the QWs with and without IMF shows a clear difference of the excitation power dependence of the $\tau_2$ value. With IMF the $\tau_2$ value and the amplitude $A_2$ increased with the excitation power, while they were independent of the excitation power without IMF. After the pulsed laser excitation of the QW samples, the excited electrons and holes experience energy relaxation. Therefore the $\tau_2$ value of the excited states includes this energy relaxation process and is much shorter than the $\tau_1$ value of the ground states. The increase of the excitation power generally enhances the band filling of the QW ground states with the photo-generated carriers, and this reduces the energy relaxation rate in both the conduction and valence bands due to the filling of the energy states above the band edges. This will result in the increase of the $\tau_2$ value for the QW with IMF. The enhanced steep decay in Fig. 16 for the higher excitation corresponds to the increase of the amplitude $A_2$. The fact that the QW without IMF did not show any excitation power dependence indicates the presence of residual defects that prevent the band filling effect in the QW ground states. The difference of the band filling effect is also clear from the measured PL spectra. The inset of Fig. 17 is the PL spectra measured with the CW excitation power of 2500 W/cm². The peak shift with the excitation power is plotted in Fig. 17. While the PL peaks in both QWs were observed at around 870 meV for the lower excitation power, the clear difference of the blue shift was observed at the higher excitations. The PL peak steadily blue shift for the QW with IMF with the band-filling effect, while the one without IMF showed much reduced blue-shift. This difference is consistent with the above discussions on the PL decay time constants. From the present PL measurements, we conclude that the QW with IMF exhibits superior optical properties with the reduction of the defects originating from the GaSb/GaAs highly mismatched hetero-interfaces.

![Figure (17) PL peak shift with the excitation power. Clear blue shift is observed with QW with IMF. Inset is the PL spectra measured at the excitation power of 2500 W/cm² on QWs grown with IMF and without IMF.](image)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the growth and characterization of 2 µm III-Sb VECSELs on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs with an active region consisting of nine InGaSb/AlGaSb quantum...
wells. The VECSELS consist of an III-Sb active region with the lattice constant of GaSb (6.09 Å) and a GaAs/AlGaAs DBR with the lattice constant of GaAs (5.65 Å). The 7.78% mismatched is lattice constant is managed by establishing a 90° array of misfit dislocations which ensures an ~100% relaxation of the GaSb layer and achieves a significant reduction in threading dislocation density. The lasers have been optimized for several parameters including the IMF interface, the quantum wells and the thickness of the individual layers. The III-Sb VECSELS on GaAs/AlGaAs DBRs were characterized for lasing performance under both sub-thermal pulsed conditions and continuous-wave conditions. The maximum output power obtained from mismatched VECSELS under pulsed and CW lasing conditions is 340W and 120mW respectively. The threshold pump density, efficiency and the maximum output power of the mismatched VECSELS were reduced compared to fully lattice matched III-Sb VECSELS. An analysis of the active region quality was conducted using transmission electron microscopy, which established the presence of extensive threading dislocations in the active region.
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